
 

new on choose records berlin  

 
Terry Fox   
the labyrinth scored for eleven different cats 
 

 
 
LP will be available in December 2009. Pre-orders are welcome  

LP: cat #: 11cats Choose LP  

The legendary American artist Terry Fox is known for his pioneering work in performance, sculpture, drawing and 
installation. Throughout his career, Fox (who died in Cologne in 2008), focused on sound as a fundamental 
artistic material. Many of his most important sound works were realized long before terms such as "sound art" or 
"audio art" became widely known. 
This recording, "The Labyrinth Scored for 11 Cats" (1977), is now recognized as an early classic of the audio art 
genre. It is one of Fox's many works to be inspired by the structure of the labyrinth found on the floor of the 
famous medieval cathedral of Chartres. For this work, Fox translated the 552 Steps, 11 concentric rings and 34 
turns of the floor mosaic into a mesmerizing composition of recorded cat purrs, a sonic phenomenon which is still 
not fully understood. The "purrs" resonate in a shimmering wall of sound like in an uncanny feline orchestra. 
This LP recording, the first in a series of major Terry Fox audio works to be released in the future by Choose, is 
based on a digital version that Fox produced in 2003 in the sound studio of the Academy of Media Arts in Cologne.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



earlier on choose records berlin  

 
ROBIN HAYWARD 
“STATES OF RUSHING” 
LP: cat#  Hayward Choose LP CD: 
cat# Hayward Choose CD  

ROBERT ASHLEY & WALTER 
MARCHETTI 
“October 25, 2001  
Merkin Concert Hall NYC” 
Double-LP cat #: Choose11LP 
 
KONRAD SPRENGER „Miniaturen“  
LP: cat #: Choose15(14)LP CD: cat #: 
Choose15(14)CD  

ELLEN FULLMAN & KONRAD SPRENGER “Ort”  
LP: cat# Choose2LP CD: cat# 
Choose2CD  

DOC SCHOKO“Tränen + Wölkchen EP” 
7”: cat# Choose08LP  

DOC SCHOKO “Einen 
Gegen”  
LP: cat# Choose42LP  

ZEN-FASCHISTEN “Acid Head / 
L.S.D.”  
7”: cat# Choose1  

 
Distribution by  
Wolfgang Brauneis c/o A-Musik Kleiner 
Griechenmarkt 28–30 50676 Cologne, Germany 
http://www.a-musik.com neue Öffnungszeiten/shop 
now open at: Wed.–Sat. 12.00–7.00 p.m.  

choose  
Jörg Hiller Anklamer Str.32 10115 Berlin, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0) 30 280 962 81  
Mobil: +49 (0) 151 234 224 81 
konradsprenger@choose-records.de  


